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Investment objective  Performance analysis 

The Fund objective is to outperform its benchmark  
by 0.5% per annum, net of fees, over rolling three year periods 
although this is not guaranteed over this, or any other, period. 

Key information 

Fund net asset value £2,555.0 million 

Fund gross asset value £2,564.2 million 

Cash £133.6 million 

Number of holdings 64 

Number of tenants 747 

Void rate1 6.7% 

Average unexpired lease term to break 8.6 years 

Average unexpired lease term to expiry 9.6 years 

Debt (% NAV) 0.3% 

Net initial yield1 4.7% 

Reversionary yield1 5.7% 

Equivalent yield1 5.3% 

Gross distribution yield2 3.1% 

Investment parameters Compliant 
 

 

 

Performance (%) 3 
months 

12 
months 

3 years 
(p.a.) 

5 years 
(p.a.) 

SREF3 2.1 10.7 9.0 11.9 

Benchmark4 2.0 9.7 7.6 10.6 

 

 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may 
not be repeated.  The value of investments and the income from 
them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back 
the amount originally invested. 

Risk factors 

– Property-based pooled vehicles, such as the Fund, invest in 
real property, the value of which is generally a matter of a 
valuer’s opinion. 

– The price of shares and the income from them may fluctuate 
upwards or downwards and cannot be guaranteed.  

– It may be difficult to deal in the shares of the Fund or to sell 
them at a reasonable price because the underlying property 
may not be readily saleable, thus creating liquidity risk. 

– There is no recognised market for shares in the Fund and, as 
a result, reliable information about the value of shares in the 
Fund or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed 
may not be readily available. 

– A potential conflict with the Manager’s duty to the 
shareholder may arise where an Associate of the Manager 
invests in shares in the Fund. The Manager will, however, 
ensure that such transactions are effected on terms which 
are not materially less favourable to the shareholder than if 
the potential conflict had not existed. 

 
 

Performance (%) 
 

Q2 18 
Q2 17 

Q2 17 
Q2 16 

Q2 16 
Q2 15 

Q2 15 
Q2 14 

Q2 14 
Q2 13 

SREF3 10.7 7.2 9.1 16.1 16.5 

Benchmark4 9.7 6.0 7.2 15.5 15.1 

 
Source: Schroders, 30 June 2018 
 
1 Includes all directly held properties, all joint ventures plus the quoted 
initial yield on the indirect funds.  Includes agreements for lease but 
excludes land and development. 
 
2 Distributions payable in the twelve months to 30 June 2018 as a 
percentage of the latest net asset value per unit (NAV) 
 
3 Performance is calculated on a net asset value (NAV) to NAV price basis 
plus income distributed, compounded monthly, net of fees, gross of tax 
and based on an unrounded NAV per share.   
 
4 MSCI/IPD UK Quarterly Property Fund Index – All Balanced Property 
Fund Index Weighted Average.  Source: MSCI/IPD 
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Executive summary 

Market summary 
Although average capital values are continuing to increase, 
there is significant polarisation between the sectors due to both 
structural and cyclical factors. Capital values in the main 
commercial markets are now moving in opposite directions for 
the first time in 15 years.  City of London office and retail capital 
values are forecast to fall in value, while regional offices, 
industrial and certain alternative sectors are expected to be 
stable or increase.  

Strategy and portfolio activity 
SREF owns a high quality diversified portfolio of UK commercial 
real estate.  SREF is focused on investing in high growth Winning 
Cities and in sectors and assets benefiting from urbanisation, 
technology and demographic change. We favour multi-let 
properties let at affordable rents which provide defensive 
investment characteristics and sustainable income, as well as the 
opportunity for capital growth.  Our active management 

strategy is designed to ensure the Fund delivers its investment 
objective through the economic cycle. 

Other than the sale of a car showroom within Motor Retail LP, no 
purchases or sales were completed during the quarter.  The 
remaining five floors (39,000 sq ft) of space at One Lyric, 
Hammersmith, W6 were let for a term of 20 years prior to 
practical completion of the office refurbishment.  

Performance 
SREF outperformed its benchmark in the second quarter of 2018. 
The Fund has also outperformed its benchmark over one, three, 
five and ten years.  Please note that past performance is not a 
guide to future performance and may not be repeated.   

The Fund’s industrial portfolio again contributed strongly to 
SREF’s total return, as high demand and supply constraints have 
supported rental and value growth.  One Lyric, Hammersmith, 
W6 rose in value following a new letting and the partial 
completion of refurbishment works. 

  

UK real estate market commentary 

Schroders forecasts that the UK economy will grow by 1.5% p.a. 
through 2018-2019.  Consumers would be expected to benefit 
from a slight acceleration in wage awards and a slowdown in 
inflation, while the government is set to increase spending on 
the health service.  Furthermore, the agreement on a post-Brexit 
transition period should help business confidence, although 
there is still uncertainty about whether there will be a final trade 
deal with the EU and, if so, what shape it will take.   

As expected, although average capital values are continuing to 
increase, there is significant polarisation between the sectors 
due to both structural and cyclical factors. 

Retail values are falling with an increasing number of retailers 
and restaurant chains falling into insolvency or entering into 
company voluntary arrangements (‘CVAs’) in order to cut their 
rent.  In addition, a number of profitable retailers have 
announced store closures.  This reflects an oversupply of similar 
formats (e.g. mid-market Italian restaurants, pound shops) and 
the success of online retailers, which have lower overheads than 
conventional retailers and a much better insight into their 
customers.  The impact is that retail rents in the majority of 
locations are likely to fall over the next couple of years.   

In contrast, rental growth in the industrial sector accelerated to 
5% p.a. in the first half of 2018.  This is partly due to retailers 
investing heavily in their supply chains to fulfil online sales and 
good demand from Aldi, Lidl and trade-counters (e.g. Screwfix).   
The other key factor supporting rents is that many older 
industrial estates have been redeveloped for housing in the last 
decade, leading to a shortage of smaller units, particularly in 
London and other big cities.  Looking ahead, we expect that 
industrial rental growth will slow to 2-3% p.a. over the next 
couple of years, because of an increase in the development of 
large warehouses and because some second-hand space will 
come back to the market from failed retailers.  Advances in 
artificial intelligence and predictive ordering should also enable 
occupiers to start using their warehouse space more efficiently.   

The fall in office vacancies seen in most cities since 2013 has 
halted, at least temporarily.  The main factor has been an 
increase in new building at a time of modest levels of demand in 
many markets.  However, we do not think that office rents in 
general are about to fall, for two reasons.  First, outside of the 
City of London, development in most cities has already peaked 
and completions over the next two years should be lower than in 
2016-2017.  Second, higher residential prices and the relaxation 
of planning controls in 2013 mean that many cities are losing 
both office and industrial space.  Over 14 million square feet of 
offices in England were converted to residential in 2016/17, 
equal to the office stock of Newcastle.  While office rents in the 
City of London could fall by 10% through 2018-2020, rents 
outside London will probably be stable. 

The contrasting fortunes of occupier markets are reflected in the 
investment market. Waning interest from investors meant that 
retail accounted for only 11% of purchases by value in the first 
half of 2018, against a ten year average of 22% p.a.  Prime 
shopping centre and retail park yields rose by 0.25-0.35%, 
according to CBRE.  Conversely, strong competition among 
investors pushed down yields on prime industrial estates by 
0.25% in the first half of the year and industrial’s share of 
purchases rose to 16%, from 11% p.a. in the previous ten years.  
Prime office yields were flat. 

Capital values in the main commercial markets are now moving 
in opposite directions for the first time in 15 years, 
demonstrating that there is no such thing as a single UK real 
estate cycle with regular peaks and troughs.  We expect City 
office and retail capital values will fall by 10-15% between end-
2017 and end-2019, whereas industrial and regional office 
capital values should be stable or potentially increase.  Our main 
focus for diversified portfolios is on industrial / logistics serving 
large population centres and offices in winning cities such as 
Bristol, Leeds and Manchester.  Certain parts of the London 
office market benefiting from structural change (e.g. Crossrail 
stations, Shoreditch) remain attractive. 
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Manager’s commentary 

Our strategy is to own a diversified portfolio of good quality UK 
commercial properties which provide a balance of sustainable 
and growing income with the potential for capital 
appreciation.  A high proportion of the portfolio will be invested 
in Winning Towns and Cities which have above average 
economic growth rates.  Our disciplined investment approach is 
centred on generating incremental outperformance through a 
detailed business plan-led approach.  

Portfolio risk has been reduced over the past two years through 
the completion and letting of capital-intensive projects such as 
Bracknell, Croydon and Hammersmith.  While we will continue to 
invest in the portfolio seeking to generate above-market total 
returns, we are unlikely to commence new projects at present 
without a substantial pre-let agreement in place.  Wenlock 
Works, Shepherdess Walk, N1 is the Fund’s sole development 
and has a scheduled completion date of in late 2019.  SREF has a 
diversified tenant base, a below-benchmark void rate and an 
above-average weighted average lease length to expiry of 9.6 
years.   

We retain a 6.7% intentional underweight to the retail 
sector.  SREF’s exposure is polarised between destination retail 
schemes (such as Bracknell) and convenience retail (such as 
King’s Mall, Hammersmith, W6) where retailers prefer to be 
located.  While £1.9 million of SREF’s contracted rental income 
has been subject to CVAs (from retailers such as New Look and 
Carluccio’s), the large majority of this has been retained as a 
result of the quality of our retail offer and through negotiation.  
SREF has to date seen limited impact from weakness in the 
sector primarily as a result of the affordability of rents relative to 
neighbouring locations (which underpins retailer profitability). 
SREF has no direct exposure to Carpetright, Toys’R’Us, 
Poundland or House of Fraser.    

Occupier demand for our office and industrial properties in 
particular remains strong.  Our active management approach 
has enabled us to secure aggregate new lettings during the 
second quarter of 2018 totalling £1.7 million p.a. 

Capital gains tax (CGT) update 

Following detailed consultation with the real estate industry, an 
announcement issued by HMRC in early July 2018 provided 
further guidance on the proposals to introduce CGT for non-UK 
resident investors in UK commercial real estate from April 
2019.  Schroders has taken a leading role in discussions with the 
government, and while we have yet to see the final legislation as 
it affects real estate funds, the intended outcome of 

policymakers appears to be in line with the industry’s preferred 
outcome.  Although SREF is not directly impacted by the 
regulations as a Property Authorised Investment Fund, these 
proposals would ensure that investors in SREF do not suffer 
double taxation on the sale of properties which are owned by 
SREF through offshore holding vehicles after April 2019.  Please 
note that investors should seek their own tax advice. 

Team change 

With effect from 1 September 2018 Jessica Berney will replace 
James Lass as the Lead Fund Manager of SREF.  Jessica has been 
Deputy Fund Manager since 2016 during which time she has 
developed a detailed understanding of the fund strategy, the 
portfolio and our investors.  Jessica is a Chartered Surveyor with 
13 years’ experience of managing diversified UK portfolios and, 
prior to becoming Deputy Fund Manager for SREF, was also 
responsible for overseeing the management of Schroders’ UK 
retail portfolio.  This includes responsibility for managing key 
SREF assets such as Bracknell and Hammersmith.      

James Lass has been Lead Fund Manager of SREF for five years 
and has made a significant positive contribution to the 
management of the fund.  James has supported Jessica as 
Deputy Fund Manager over the last two years and will continue 
to support her through the transition process along with the 
Real Estate Investment Committee which will remain 
unchanged.  James will move in 2019 to focus on a specialist 
value-add role.  Jessica also has the continued support from the 
SREF team and wider business including specialist real estate, 
accounting and product expertise.   

AREF Corporate Governance Quality Mark 

SREF has been awarded AREF’s Corporate Governance Quality 
Mark recognising its high levels of transparency and corporate 
governance.  The Mark is awarded to funds that are compliant 
with the AREF Code of Practice across three categories: fund 
governance, fund operation, and unit dealing and performance 
reporting. For more information please visit www.aref.org.uk.   

Change of office address 

In August 2018, Schroder Real Estate Investment Management 
Limited will move to 1 London Wall Place, EC2M 5PP.  Our phone 
numbers and other contact details will remain unchanged.  
 
We look forward to welcoming shareholders to our new offices.

  

 

 

 

  

http://www.aref.org.uk/
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Key activities 

Transactions 
Sales 

Motor Retail LP 

A car showroom in Ashford was sold from the partnership, 
resulting in the return of capital to the Fund of £1.1 million.   

No purchases were completed during the second quarter of 
2018. 

Asset management update 

Offices 

One Lyric, Hammersmith, W6 

The remaining 39,000 sq ft of the newly refurbished 13-storey 
office block was let to The Office Group (‘TOG’) for a period of 20 
years at an average rent of £56.50 per sq ft.  Rents ranged from 
£50 per sq ft to £62.50 per sq ft on the top floor, generating a 
contracted rent of £2.2 million p.a.  One Lyric is now fully let to 
TOG, having taken a 20-year lease on the first eight floors last 
year.  A rent free period of 3 years was agreed with TOG.   

Five new lettings have been completed at 4-7 Chiswell Street, 
EC1 and Battersea Studios, SW8, generating additional rent of 
£600,000 p.a.   

Refurbishment works of the reception and public amenity at 
Davidson House, Reading commenced during the quarter and 
this is scheduled for completion by mid-September 2018. This 
will reposition the property and further enhance the building’s 
appeal to prospective occupiers following last quarter’s lease 
regear with Regus.   

Industrials 

New lettings to companies such as Cipod Ltd (5,000 sq ft) at 
Woking Business Park at a rent of £13.50 per sq ft underline 
the continued occupational demand for good quality industrial 
space. Four new lettings totalling 17,000 sq ft were completed at 
Acorn Industrial Estate, Crayford, while a further five new 
lettings totalling 10,500 sq ft were completed at Hartlebury 
Trading Estate.  The new lettings agreed across both estates 
total £255,000 p.a.  

Retail 

At The Lexicon, Bracknell, TK Maxx has agreed a 15 year lease 
on a 27,500 sq ft unit.  The base rent of £275,000 p.a. will be 
supplemented with a turnover top up.  The lease is subject to a 
capital contribution of £1.4 million and has a three month rent 
free period.  TK Maxx further strengthens the appeal of The 
Lexicon as a retail destination. 

Other 

At Mermaid Quay, Cardiff, boutique cinema operator Everyman 
has agreed a lease for fixed term of 25 years at an initial rent of 
£145,000 p.a.  The rent is subject to 2% p.a. compounded rental 
uplifts at rent review in years 5,10 and 15 and thereafter the 
greater of open market rent or passing rent.  A capital 
contribution of £1.3 million has been agreed along with a six 
month rent free period.   

The Everyman letting secures Mermaid Quay as a unique leisure 
destination in South Wales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Battersea Studios, London SW8 Mermaid Quay, Cardiff 
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Portfolio analysis 

Segment 
Absolute segment positions, %  Relative segment positions, %* 

SREF Benchmark  Underweight  Overweight 

Standard retail – South East 6.5 7.2    

Standard retail – Rest of UK 4.0 4.1    

Shopping centres 4.7 2.9    

Retail warehouses 7.6 15.3    

Offices – Central London 10.9 12.5    

Offices – South East 23.3 10.5    

Offices – Rest of UK 4.6 5.6    

Industrial – South East 16.8 17.7    

Industrial – Rest of UK 4.6 9.4    

Other 11.7 9.0    

Cash 5.2 5.7    

 

 

 

 

 

Lot size bands, by GPV** 
 

Tenant profile % contracted rent 

 

 

 
 
 
Source: Schroders, 30 June 2018, figures subject to rounding.*Positions relative to MSCI/IPD UK Quarterly Property Fund Index – All Balanced Property 
Fund Index Weighted Average. Absolute deviation vs. benchmark is 34.6%. **GPV: gross property value. ***look through analysis; ****Agreement for 
lease exchange with The Office Group at One Lyric, Hammersmith. The sectors, securities, regions and countries shown above are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. 
 
 
 

0.1%

2.8%

12.5%

32.6%
35.3%

10.3%
6.4%

0–5m  0.1% 5–10m  2.8%

10–25m  12.5% 25–50m  32.6%

50–100m  35.3% 100–150m  10.3%

150 - 200m 6.4%

8.0%
4.7%

2.9%
2.4%
2.2%
1.9%
1.7%
1.7%
1.6%
1.5%

71.4%

8%  The Secretary of State 4.7%  The Office Group****

2.9%  Tata Steel 2.4%  Lloyds TSB Bank

2.2%  Kaplan Estates 1.9%  Care UK

1.7%  Reading Forbury Square 1.7%  Stay City

1.6%  Universal Music 1.5%  University of Law

71.4%  737 other tenants***

-0.7%

-0.1%

1.8%

-7.7%

-1.6%

12.8%

-1.0%

-0.9%

-4.8%

2.7%

-0.5%
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Top Ten Holdings Sector % of NAV 

Bracknell Town Centre Retail and Office 6.2% 

Building 1, Ruskin Square, Croydon   Offices 6.2% 

King’s Mall, Hammersmith, W6 Shopping Centre 4.0% 

One Lyric, Hammersmith, W6 Office 3.7% 

Matrix, Park Royal, NW10 Industrial 3.5% 

Acorn Industrial Estate, Crayford  Industrial 3.4% 

City Tower, Manchester  Offices 3.3% 

Electra Industrial Estate, E16  Industrial 3.1% 

Hartlebury Trading Estate, Worcs Industrial 2.8% 

Battersea Studios, SW8  Offices 2.6% 

The sectors, securities, regions and countries shown above are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be considered a recommendation to buy or 
sell. 

 

 

 
Ruskin Square, Croydon Electra Industrial Estate, London E16 
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Unitholder information 

Minimum investment £100,000 

Total expense ratio 
(TER)5 

0.86% 

Annual management 
charge (AMC) 0.70% per annum 

Frequency of pricing Monthly 

Valuation point 8am on the first business day 
of each calendar month 

Distribution frequency Monthly paid last  
business day 

Distribution yield  
(% NAV)6 

3.1% 

Shareholder dealing 

Subscriptions Monthly  

Redemptions Quarterly, subject to 3 months’ 
notice at quarter end 

Dealing cut off 12 noon on the last Business Day 
of the calendar month 

Secondary market 
dealing 

Please phone Tom Dorey 
on +44 (0)207 658 3020 

Number of shares  
in issue 54,076,802 

NAV per share £47.25 

Offer price per share £49.04 

Bid price per share £46.49 

Pricing methodology Dual priced 

Offer spread7 NAV +3.8% 

Bid spread7 NAV -1.6% 

Number of new shares 
issued – Q2 2018 114,244 

Number of shares 
redeemed – Q2 2018 Nil 

Number of shares 
matched – Q2 2018 1,265,197 

 
5Calculated in accordance with industry standard Association of Real 
Estate Fund guidelines which include fees charged by the Investment 
Manager, Property Adviser, Depositary, Registrar, Auditor, Legal Adviser 
and Valuation Agent. 
6Calculated gross of tax, net of fees and expenses. Distributions are paid 
monthly on the last business day of each calendar month. 
7Offer and bid spreads are reviewed monthly and are subject to change. 
Source: Schroders, 30 June 2018. 
 

 

Related party holdings 

Related party Shareholding 

The Schroder Indirect Real Estate Fund 615,651 shares 

Fund literature 

Responsible Property 
Investment 

http://www.schroders.com/realestate 

SREF Prospectus http://www.schroders.com/sref 

Audited Annual 
Report and Accounts http://www.schroders.com/sref 

Dealing forms http://www.schroders.com/sref 

Investment parameters 

Legal limits 
PAIF 

Limit (%)  
Current 

status (%) 

Minimum % of assets (NAV) 
forming Property Investment 
Business 

60% 100% 

Minimum % of income from  
Property Investment Business 60% 100% 

Aggregate exposure to 

indirect investment 
40% 0.6% 

Investment in a single asset 15% 6.2% 

Commitment to development* 20% 8.2% 

Borrowing* 25% 0.3% 

Shorter/medium term leaseholds  
(< 50 years)* 20% 0.0% 

Speculative development 15% 2.1% 

*(on/off balance sheet). 

Fund codes 

 ISIN SEDOL 

Schroder UK Real 
Estate Fund (gross) GB00B8215Z66 B8215Z6 

Schroder UK Real 
Estate Fund (net) GB00B8FPXR30 B8FPXR3 

Schroder UK Real 
Estate Fund Feeder 
Trust 

GB00B8206385 B820638 
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Further information 

Tom Dorey 
Head of Real Estate Product 
For general enquires and placing trades 
Phone: +44 (0)207 658 3020 
tom.dorey@schroders.com 
www.schroders.com/realestate 
For your security, communications may be taped or monitored. 

Northern Trust 
Registrar 
For all fund servicing queries 
Phone: +44 (0)870 870 5059 
schrodersenquiries@ntrs.com 

 

Important information 

For professional investors only.  This material is not suitable for retail clients.  
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated.   
The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount 
originally invested. 
The Schroder UK Real Estate Fund is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”) as a Qualified Investor Scheme (“QIS”). Only 
investors to whom a QIS can be promoted, as specified in COBS 4.12.4R of the FCA’s Handbook, may invest in Schroder UK Real Estate Fund. A 
QIS may not be promoted to a member of the general public. Investors and potential investors should be aware that past performance is not 
a guide to future returns. No warranty is given, in whole or in part, regarding the performance of the Fund and there is no guarantee that the 
investment objectives of the Fund will be achieved. 
This information is not an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any financial instrument or to adopt any investment strategy. 
Information herein is believed to be reliable but we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy.  Any data has been sourced by us and is 
provided without any warranties of any kind.  It should be independently verified before further publication or use.  Third party data is owned 
or licenced by the data provider and may not be reproduced, extracted or used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent.  
Neither we, nor the data provider, will have any liability in connection with the third party data. 
MSCI IPD data and indices: © and database right MSCI and its Licensors 2018. All rights reserved. MSCI has no liability to any person for any 
losses, damages, costs or expenses suffered as a result of any use of or reliance on any of the information which may be attributed to it.   
The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice.  Reliance should not be placed on any 
views or information in the material when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions.  No responsibility can be accepted for error 
of fact or opinion. Any references to securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustrative purposes only.  Any investment in the 
Fund must be based solely on the prospectus, or any other document issued from time to time by the Manager of the Fund in accordance 
with applicable laws.  Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and these may change. 

Risk factors 

– Property-based pooled vehicles, such as the Fund, invest in real property, the value of which is generally a matter of a valuer’s opinion. 

– The price of shares and the income from them may fluctuate upwards or downwards and cannot be guaranteed. 

– It may be difficult to deal in the shares of the Fund or to sell them at a reasonable price because the underlying property may not be 
readily saleable, thus creating liquidity risk. 

– There is no recognised market for shares in the Fund and, as a result, reliable information about the value of shares in the Fund or the 
extent of the risks to which they are exposed may not be readily available 

– A potential conflict with the Manager’s duty to the shareholder may arise where an Associate of the Manager invests in shares in the 
Fund. The Manager will, however, ensure that such transactions are effected on terms which are not materially less favourable to the 
shareholder than if the potential conflict had not existed. 

The forecasts included should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of issue. Our forecasts are based 
on our own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no obligation to provide 
you with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions may be affected by external economic or other factors. 
In the UK Budget of 22 November 2017, a public consultation was announced on new legislation which is likely to be introduced in April 2019.  
This relates to the introduction of capital gains tax (or corporation tax on chargeable gains) on disposals of all UK property by UK non-resident 
investors. We are clarifying our understanding of these proposals with our advisers and examining their potential impact on our funds. 
Schroders does not provide tax advice and investors should seek advice from professional advisers. 
Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might process your personal data, 
please view our Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request should you not have access to this webpage. 
Issued by Schroder Unit Trusts Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Registration No. 4191730 England. Authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority. PRO01059 

mailto:tom.dorey@schroders.com
http://www.schroders.com/realestate
mailto:schrodersenquiries@ntrs.com

